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Abstract 

 

Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) is a vital financial instrument for the integration of the 

ten countries comprising the Association of South East Asian Nations Originally conceived to be 

a political organization in 1967 to thwart communist inroads in Asia, it has since reinvented its 

role in commerce and trade and the first five countries of Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, 

Thailand and Singapore now counts as members Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Burma and Brunei. 

These ten companies will now push for an integrated market and commerce in the mold of the 

North American Fair Trade Association (NAFTA) and European Trade, creating an economic 

block of around six hundred million people that will be the third largest population next to China 

and India. Now M&A is a financial tool to allow a business to shortcut its growth trajectory and 

expand into new markets, new products and even new investments provided sufficient synergy is 

developed. China Daily Asia Weekly (2014) reported in their yearend issue that M&A’s are back 

with the value of cross border deals at U.S. $1.24 trillion and this is the highest since 2007. There 

were two factors cited by China Daily and these are the U.S. $ 366 billion health care M&A deals 

and the increase in the level of Asia Pacific deals at U.S. $666 billion. These deals provide the 

impetus to likewise do similarly sized deals for ASEAN. Brigham and Houston (2013) enumerated 

synergy, tax considerations, purchase of undervalued assets, diversification, managers’ personal 

incentives and break up value as the rationale for mergers and classified four kinds of mergers: 

horizontal, vertical, congeneric and conglomerate. In the light of the ASEAN integration in 2015, 

this is an additional fifth rationale for mergers. M&A’s will facilitate the complete integration to 

enable these ten ASEAN countries with varying economies and states of development to pursue a 

strategy of complete integration. Among these ten countries, Singapore and Brunei are considered 

newly industrialized status while the eight are in varying degrees of economic development as 

evidenced by their per capital income, growth rates and foreign direct investments. The Philippine 

examples of M&A’s are mostly in the financial services sector. Banco De Oro (BDO) mergers 

created one of the biggest banks in the Philippines and the bank is still actively looking for banks 

to acquire even to the point of acquiring relatively big sized rural banks. Bank of the Philippine 

Islands (BPI) also acquired Far East Bank and MetroBank acquired Solid Bank. These acquisitions 

ensured that these three banks are the top three banks in the Philippines. Maybank acquired and 

merged with ATR Kemeng to create one of the biggest investment houses in the Philippines. There 

are a number of real estate M&A and most notable is the entry of the two biggest real estate 

developers in the privately owned Ortigas family. The deal had been talked about for the past few 

years and instead of creating a zero sum situation, choosing between the SM Investments and 

Ayala Corporation, the compromise was to bring the two conglomerates together. There are similar 

deals in ASEAN in banking, real estate as well as the power, utilities, agriculture and food. This 

research looks at the blue ocean strategy and the Ansoff Matrix market penetration and product 

development model to look at the potential M&A mergers for the country in particular and for 
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ASEAN in general. Another aspect of M&A is the proliferation of conglomerate acquisition to 

skirt the potential anti trust issues of the M&A that is not present in conglomerates. 
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Introduction 

 

 Brigham and Houston (2013) defined mergers and acquisitions as the combination of two 

to three companies to increase the value of the combined entities to create synergy that arise from 

four sources of operating economies that result from economies of scale in management, 

marketing, production, or distribution; financial economies that include lower transaction costs 

and better coverage by securities analysts; differential efficiency that implies that the better 

management team will enhance the values of the weaker firm to make it more productive; and 

increase market power due to relatively lower competition. Operating and financial economies are 

socially desirable as well managerial efficiency. Mergers that reduce competition are oftentimes 

contrary to social conventions and can even be considered antitrust activity. There is another 

important implication as to taxes such that a very profitable company with a high-income bracket 

acquires a losing company to reduce its tax payments. The acquisition increases the gross revenues 

but the corresponding losses reduce the tax payment. Another reason for the merger is 

diversification as the portfolio theory spreads the risks over several entities. Then there is the 

manager’s personal incentive. Most corporate growth occurs by internal expansion that takes place 

when a firm’s existing divisions grow through normal capital budgeting activities. Since corporate 

executive’s salaries are highly correlated to the firm’s size such that a bigger company leads to a 

bigger salaries and benefits to the executives. Now if the growing of the company takes longer 

then the alternative is to merge to grow the company.  

There are four types of mergers and these are horizontal, vertical, congeneric and 

conglomerate. Horizontal merger is one among companies in the same line of business as when 

Philippine National Bank merged with Allied Bank. The principal owner in Lucio Tan is common 

to both banks. Vertical is a merger between a firm and one of its suppliers or customers. 

Congeneric is a merger of firms in the same general industry but for which no customer or supplier 

relationships exists. The Bank of America and Countrywide Financial merger is an example of 

congeneric merger. The conglomerate merger is the merger of companies in totally different 

industries. 

 Brigham and Houston (2013) identified at least five waves of mergers in the U.S from the 

1800s up to the present. The first was in the late 1800s that consolidated oil, steel, tobacco, and 

other basic industries. The second wave was in the 1920s assisted by the booming stock market 

that consolidated firms in a number of industries such as utilities, communications and 

automobiles, third was in 1960s and fourth was in the 1980s when Leveraged Buyouts (LBOs) and 

other firms began using junk bonds to finance acquisitions. The fifth wave and current trend is to 

merge to compete in the global economy. The level of cross border M&A deals has increasing in 

volume and figures, amounting to USD $ 1.24 trillion, the best since 2007 and before the financial 

collapse of 2008 precipitated by the subprime borrowings and there two reasons cited such as the 

M&As in the pharmaceutical industry and Asian M&As at USD $ 666 billion which is almost 50% 

of the total 2004 value (China Asia Weekly 2014). The Chinese M&A involved foreign technology 

companies. The ASEAN community comprised by ten countries started its full integration in 2015 

and as the respective companies in these ten countries start to look at their business in a global way 
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then M&A appears to be an inevitable consequence. The primary consideration for the integration 

is the combined population of six hundred million that is third largest population next to China 

and India. The United States of America is around three hundred million as well as the European 

Union. One of the biggest firms in the Philippines is Ayala Corporation and the firm has made 

inroads to the Indochina countries like Vietnam and Cambodia, making private equity investments 

in the local companies. 

 

Methodology and Technological Framework 

 

 Siegenthaler (2010) enumerated ten reasons for M&A failures and these are ignorance, no 

common vision, nasty surprises resulting from poor due diligence, team resourcing, poor 

governance, communication and program management, lack of courage, weak leadership and lost 

baby in bathwater. There is enough crucially important and legally permissible preparation work 

to keep the integration team busy for several months but a lot of time is wasted just waiting for 

regulatory authorities to approve the deal, This is where ignorance comes into play. Then the need 

for secrecy limits the deal team members that can lead to poor governance (Who decides?), 

communication (the company personnel are not involved), program management such that 

insufficiently detailed implementation plans, fail to identify key interdependence among the many 

work streams that may bring the project to a halt, require costly rework, extends the integration 

time and causes frustration. Delaying some of the tough decisions needed to integrate the merged 

organizations can result in disappointment outcome. No common vision, lack of or weak 

leadership causes this. Companies contemplating mergers too often omit to pinpoint what 

particular attributes make the acquired party attractive and fail to define how these attributes will 

not get lost when the organization and cultures have changed. Corporate culture cannot be bought. 

It needs to be embraced and this is how the baby is lost in the bathwater. 

 Weber, Oberg, and Tarba (2014) tackle an important issue of whether M&A create values 

while Kasturi (2010) enumerated and identified six reasons for failures in mergers such as strategic 

and cultural incompatibilities, brand power imbalance, acquirer and acquired complex, ecosystem 

imbalance and disruption and talent redundancies. 

 Blue ocean strategy focuses attention on the creation of new markets at the product 

development stage and it is designed to encourage managers to focus on the creation of uncontested 

markets. Most strategic models focus on achieving competitive advantages so the blue ocean 

strategy as envisioned by Kim and Mauborgne (2005) does not focus on winning from customers 

but on making competition irrelevant by creating uncontested markets to satisfy the new demands 

of customers. 

 The management team of any M&A using the blue ocean strategy framework needs to 

answer four questions. What are the factors that the industry takes for granted that should be 

eliminated? What factors should be reduced well below the industry standard? What factors should 

be raised well above standards of the industry? What factors should be created that the industry 

has never offered? 
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Blue ocean strategy has six principles divided into planning strategies for the first four 

while the last two are implementation strategies as shown below.  

On the other hand, Ansoff (1988) proposed a logical way of determining the scope and 

direction of a firm’s strategic development in the market place. The firm’s strategic development 

consists of two related types of strategy: portfolio strategy and competitive strategy. Strategy is 

mainly connecting the dots. The portfolio strategy specifies the objectives for each of the firm’s 

product and market combinations. It points the dots on the horizon. The competitive strategy 

specifies the route to reach those objectives. Ansoff introduced four components that cover the 

portfolio strategy and help specify the desired future business scope such as the geographical 

growth vector, competitive advantage, synergies, and strategy flexibility. 

This in turn will result in four generic competitive strategies such as market penetration 

(current product and market), market development (current product and new market), product 

development (new product and current market) and diversification (new product and market). The 

four generic strategies lead to a variety of growth vectors that are identified such as vertical 

integration, horizontal diversification, concentric diversification and conglomerate diversification. 

Please note that the aforementioned is also the types of M&As. 
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Discussion and Analysis 

 

 Weber, Oberg, and Tarba (2014) noted that fifty percent of M&A deals result in failure and 

also observed that global M&A deals rose from 27,460 in 2010 to 30, 366 in 2011 for an 11 % 

increase. The global M&A deal value increased by more than 50 % from USD $ 2.03 trillion in 

2010 to USD $ 3.11 trillion.  Average global deal in size grew to USD $ 102.6 billion up from 

USD 73.8 billion in 2010. The volume of M&A activities in the United States was fairly steady 

from 9, 238 transactions in 2010 to 9,923 transactions in 2011. The European deal volume 

increased by 15 % from 11, 736 in 2010 to 13, 501 in 2011 and deal value increased by 91% from 
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USD 780 billion to USD 1.5 trillion. Likewise the Asia-Pacific region experienced an increase in 

volume and value. Asia-Pacific deal volume increased by 12 % from 7,970 transactions in 2010 to 

8, 905 transactions in 2011 while deal value increased by 26 % from USD $ 652 billion in 2010 to 

USD $ 822 billion in 2011. The forecast is that M&A activities will continue to grow in volume 

and value as Asia-Pacific countries are expected to be the most aggressive buyers while the most 

attractive targets to be found would be among firms in the European region. China News Weekly 

confirmed this observation that in 2015 the volume and value of M&A deals from the Asia-Pacific 

region comprised 50% of total M&A deals.  

 Weber, Oberg, and Tarba (2014) further observed that while it is easy to buy and acquire 

a company, it is difficult to perform an M&A. Many mergers are characterized by lack of planning, 

limited synergies, difference in management philosophy, difference in organization and corporate 

culture, differences in international culture, negotiation mistakes, and difficulties in the 

implementation of the strategy following the choice of an incorrect integration approach on the 

part of the merging organizations after the agreement is signed. Most failures indicate a lack of 

knowledge among senior managers for the management tools that enable coping with known 

problems of M&A. 

 The key success factors of M&A can be categorized in three main areas: economics and 

finance; strategic management; and organizational behavior. With regard to economics and 

finance, the main measure of success is the surviving company’s stock market price. It is assumed 

that tin an efficient market the intrinsic value is congruent and equal to its perceived value so 

consequently, when the stock price rise, the merger is successful and when the stock price falls, 

the merger is described as a failure. The idea is that an immediate rise in the stock value reflects 

success and creates value for the stockholders. In contrast, a merger that causes the decline in the 

stock price after the announcement of the merger reflects failure and loss for the stockholders. 

 The main tool for valuation include the replacement value and the earnings multiple. More 

often, the earnings multiple is the preferred method for valuation from the discounted cash flow 

and the market price that generates an earning multiple to value the company. Since this is based 

on projections, meaning the future, it is often subject to over valuation. This is allowed to continue 

mainly because of the principal agency problem and concerns. 

 During the time of the classical economists, the principal is the owner and the manager of 

the enterprise. As the entrepreneur, the principal and manager are combined in just one person. 

Consequently, the objective is clear and that is to maximize profits. Nowadays the owner may not 

always be the manager especially for large enterprises and conglomerates. The ownership and 

management issue is dichotomized into a separate entity for stockholders and managers. These 

managers may own shares but oftentimes hardly single digit or less than ten percent of total 

ownership structure. The personal interests of the senior managers are not always commensurate 

to those of the stockholders. The CEO and his/er peers see personal advantages in the merger such 

as greater empowerment and control of a larger organization, improvement in the social-

management status and higher salary and benefits from managing a bigger organization with 

higher revenues. This is characterized as the hubris where from the classics; Aristotle characterized 

this as the sin of pride and excessive self worth and confidence of successful and talented people. 

This happens when the CEO and his cohorts are certain that in spite the overpayment, the M&A 

is worthwhile because the organization and machinery will create new options, the performance 

will improve within a short period of time, effectiveness and efficiency will increase and the 

advantages of the merger will be realized. There is no potential profit to be made but the activity 

continues because managers overvalued the acquisition, and then maximizes the profit at the 
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expense of the bottom line and the stockholders who pressured the managers to make this move 

anyways. This happens when managers sacrifice profit to pursue market share when they relax the 

credit ratings. The revenue will increase; however, there is a danger that bad debts will also 

increase that will impact negatively on the net profits and the bottom line. 

 Mergers have the potential for profit but organizational problems that occur after the 

merger entail many costs that negate the potential profit or do not allow the M&A to be realized. 

The merger might just take too long to realize that resulted in the dissipation of potential synergies 

as what happened to the delayed merger implementation of the Philippine National Bank and 

Allied Bank. The M&A to maximize the benefits and synergies must be done in six months to a 

year but the PNB and Allied Bank merger took more than five years. A similar problem is brewing 

with the proposed merger of the Land Bank of the Philippines and the Development Bank of the 

Philippines. First it was announced early this year that it will push through after several years of 

speculation and then it was also announced recently that it will not push through.  

 Strategic management focuses on the management of the organization and its long term 

planning and implementation and is highly skeptical of the capital market approach of economics 

and finance that it is possible to predict accurately the future cash flow of the firm over a period 

of years. And there is a potential for increase in inner or intrinsic effectiveness greater than the 

performance of the managers of acquired entity. It therefore looks for strategic fit where the sum 

of the two is greater than the whole.  

 This is related to organizational behavior that focuses on the human behavior in 

organization that is often neglected in the M&A process that emphasized the economic and finance 

aspect. Often neglected is the departure of managers and key personnel. The mergers result in the 

duplication and overlapping of human resources of the merged companies so personnel are usually 

given an opportunity to and offered early retirement and retrenchment benefits. There is so much 

pressure on the good personnel to avail of such program and leave the company since they will not 

able to resign and at the same time avail of separation benefits under normal circumstances. Thus 

the resulting human resource capital retains those that are more mature and older who cannot find 

jobs as the job age is 35 years old and below. The ones that leave are the ones the is ideally needed 

while those who remain are the ones you want to leave the company. Thus when companies 

merged it is easy to transfer the production line and process like factories but human capital and 

organizational culture is difficult to transfer. Dounis (2007) likewise confirmed these observations 

within the European experience. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 M&A are here to stay and may even increase in volume and amounts, especially in the 

Asia-Pacific region. This is the main way for the Asean countries to integrate their products and 

services. The initial mergers are seen in the financial services sector: however, the success depends 

on the abilities of the merged companies to create stockholders value for both the acquiring and 

the acquired company as well as focus on the strategic and organizational synergies and not only 

rely on economic and finance yardstick and the ability of the human capital coupled with the CEO 

and his peers. Brigham and Houston (2013) noted that only stockholders of the acquired company 

profit while the stockholders of the acquiring firm do not. Weber, Oberg and Tarba (2014) 

confirmed this and attributed the distortion to the overvaluation where the acquiring firm pays a 

premium that reaches above the value of the acquired firm. Thus the focus should not be just the 
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economic and finance, citing the stock market price after the acquisition as the main indicator of 

the success of the M&A.  

  M&A success depends on the synergy created such that it is highly successful in 

companies that have related business; however, there is resistance from regulatory authorities to 

approve such mergers due to antitrust issues. Consequently, the trend is to go M&A as 

conglomerates that is the combination of unrelated business where the success is very low and 

remote. The antidote to this is the fusion and combination of Ansoff and the blue ocean strategy. 

Ansoff is forever looking for new products and new markets for existing products while blue ocean 

strategy is always on the look out for uncontested market as most likely new markets and new 

products of Ansoff. It is also the necessary mechanism that prevents the overvaluation that is 

considered the major cause of failure when the only benefit in pricing accrues to the acquired 

company to the detriment of the acquiring company. A good example of a merged company is 

what Ortigas et cie did when it divided its primary assets and merged the commercial sector to SM 

while the real estate sector was merged with Ayala Land. The move even resolved their family 

differences. 
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